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8 x 10 Tasveer (image translation 8 x 10) is a 2009 Indian Hindi action thriller film written and directed by Nagesh Koukonor,
producer. tries to unravel the mystery of his father's sudden death. Conceived as a suspense thriller, 8 x 10 Tasveer ends with a
happy ending. The film was shot on 27mm film and black and white photography using conventional cinematography, only five
days of use at the beginning and end, and a large amount of music and dynamic scenes to write the feeling that was conveyed to

the viewer. Screenplay written by Kukunor and based on the book During the Day or During the Night? (Sindhi Nihang,
Narandan Das ) (Author of a play) based on a true story from the life of the Singh family, tells about love, devotion and life.

Singh is played by the actor who also starred in Love Stories, Parveen Kumar Najma, while Radha plays the dialogues with them
and the difficult situations that happen between them. The production was written and was allowed by the channel's commission

before they could realize it. The following songs and sounds were also used for the film: the band with the song Guide for
Hanging-Together and the band with the songs Sindhi Yoshi, and Manas Nigam Sindi. The film also contains musical

accompaniment that conveys the calls of birds, the sound of the wind and other sounds. Song titles: Song - Guide For Hanging -
a song written and directed by a band playing local dialects based on film music; High Enough Yoshio - song (in this language)
written by Manas Nigam, along with the band, also performed her song in the film; Nanam Raha - dictionary song; Gurukul -

song performed by Guide Sodh Keshavi, who is also in the film. The film also includes the song Nanas - Duar Ahimsa (This is
Sati, my beauty). Many of the other albums are remakes of songs from the films, and were made as film scores using surviving

material from the films and recordings. This film is one of many films made in the social style
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